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Dear Sir/Madam

We the public are supplying clean NON pollutive power, not getting a fair return for what we are providing ie extra totally Clean Power at our original expense, caring about Climate change and being robbed of true value at the same time. Due to unusual behaviours we have had to report to EWON for an investigation which is beginning as I now type.

The NSW double privatisation ie power & poles and wires separately the latter can be almost half of an entire power bill, in NSW is financially crippling, families, aged pensioners, single persons and I am almost certain could be a root cause to homelessness and suicide, an essential service, if not paid you are cut off full stop, some seeking help, some proud may not. I see it as a NATIONAL CRISIS along with a newer huge push for coal, oil and gas all major atmospheric polluters. If Elon Musk was assigned for each State in Australia, we would be fully powered at a fraction of the cost without the pollution, environmental, air and water streams, ground water, aquifer contamination, our farmers and land all would be protected now and for further generations to come, it is clear our farmers are at high risk as this is where mining has now chosen to act on our food bowl areas etc we are receiving approx 190,000 migrants daily. This seriously appears a bad direction for our future whereby clean energy ticks all the right boxes and we should be paid accordingly, please seriously consider a fair price for a desperately needed national 24/7 product called Electricity. The U.S.A consumer pay half as much as us and the U.K. even less again, Give the Australian consumer, businesses a FAIR GO as well please, the financial growth and financial health of our Nation appears being held to ransom.